
Richard La Ruina’s Stealth Attraction that promises to offer men a game plan to find out how they can 

start hooking up with women they never thought they’d have any chance with has caught the attention 

of http://GentlemensUniversity.com ’s Stan Stevenson, prompting an investigative review. 

“Stealth Attraction is primarily an online video course that you can access within minutes of processing 

your purchase of the program. Once you get access, you can start learning the step-by-step methods for 

attracting any woman you want and get them ready to sleep within minutes of meeting you,” reports 

Stevenson. “The video course itself can be completed in about 3 hours at home, which means you can 

start applying them on any girl you want just hours after purchasing the program.” 

An online video course, Stealth Attraction is also available as Quick Start Guides in PDF format that work 

as handy pieces of references that people can download to their PC, laptop, or smartphone and look up 

quickly whenever they need a bit of a refresher. Users also receive the bonus access to Richard’s four 

other bestselling programs that can help them have women approach them rather than the other way 

around by learning the same kind of attitude that alpha males have, so they can adopt it, and much 

more. Each of these bonuses is being included at no extra cost. 

“Our  Stealth Attraction review shows it also has a rejection proof approach to attracting women and 

getting them to sleep with you. Unlike other programs that tell you that rejection is normal, Richard 

outlines a step-by-step approach that allows you to gauge a woman’s interest level in sleeping with you 

and help you decide if you should push further, slow down or try again another day,” says Stevenson. 

“There is also the Stealth Attraction Quick Start Guides in PDF format. If you don’t have a lot of time to 

finish the videos, you can go right ahead to the Quick Start PDF guides and get the course in a more 

streamlined form. That way, you can get the core ideas immediately.” 

“There are a lot of video courses that are nothing more than glorified PowerPoint presentations with 

voice overs. Stealth Attraction’s online video courses are thankfully not done in that style and what I like 

is that it is Richard La Ruina himself who teaches and demonstrates his techniques to you with the help 

of real female assistants. This might not seem like a big deal, but it’s cool because you get to better 

visualize how and when to use these techniques and can use this later on once you start putting them to 

action. Not a lot of guys like being rejected, and I think this approach is invaluable and it’s done so subtly 

that women don’t notice this kind of probing at all. Richard La Ruina just gets what most guys would 

want from a PUA product. You can literally be applying his techniques in just hours after watching the 

videos.” 

Those wishing to purchase Stealth Attraction, or for more information, click here.  

To access a comprehensive Stealth Attraction review, visit http://gentlemensuniversity.com/stealth-

attraction-review 


